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Every year, several prizes are 
giving to the best students.



Every year, several prizes are 
given to the best students.



When the pizza were 
delivered, it was cold.



When the pizza was 
delivered, it was cold.



You will told when you 
can come in.



You will be told when you 
can come in.



That film hasn’t 
shown yet.



That film hasn’t been 
shown yet.



Your money was 
being stolen when 

you were talking on 
the phone?



Was your money being 
stolen when you were 
talking on the phone?



I think John has taken 
my jacket.



I think my jacket has been 
taken by John.



We usually keep milk 
in the fridge.



Milk is usually kept in the 
fridge.



Mum didn’t allow me 
to go to the party.



I wasn’t allowed to go 
to the party.



They are showing this 
film at the cinema 

these days.



This film is being 
shown at the cinema 

these days.



Can they send the 
e-mail immediately?



Can the 
e-mail be sent 
immediately?



the best album / 
record / last year



The best album was 
recorded last year.



The balloons / blow / 
for the festival now.



The balloons are being 
blown for the festival 

now.



the next Olympic 
Games / hold / in 

China



The next Olympic 
Games will be held in 

China.



digital cameras / not 
invent / when we 
took this photo



Digital cameras hadn’t 
been invented when 
we took this photo.



where / cars / usually 
/ fix?



Where are cars usually 
fixed?



The bananas 
haven’t / aren’t  all 

been eaten yet.



The bananas haven’t all 
been eaten yet.



Can songs be sung by 
/ with people in the 

crowd, too?



Can songs be sung 
by people in the crowd, 

too?



The prize might not be 
awarding / awarded to 

the clown.



The prize might not be 
awarded to the clown.



The lorry isn’t been / 
being driven by the 

gorilla.



The lorry isn’t being 
driven by the gorilla.



A   What will be you given    
for your next birthday?

B   What will you  be 
given for your next 
birthday?



B   What will you  be 
given for your 
nextbirthday?



finish / yet



The letter hasn’t 
been finished yet.



catch / yesterday



The criminal was 
caught yesterday.



know / tomorrow



The results of the 
exam will be known 

tomorrow.



load / when we came



The car had been loaded 
when we came.

When we came, the car 
had been loaded .



teach / at the moment



The children are being 
taught to dance now.


